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>> Message from the President

The IMGL Continues to Be An
Educational Force in Gaming

A

By Michael E. Zatezalo

Michael E. Zatezalo
President

s the incoming President of the IMGL, and on Daily Fantasy Sports from both the industry and governbehalf of all IMGL members, I would like to ment relations perspective, there will also be a duel track
express congratulations and gratitude to our agenda with one track dedicated to Indian gaming. The
immediate past president, Joerg Hoffman, for a conference will be held at the Fairmont Hotel and featured
job well done. During his two year term Joerg was a tire- speakers will include the Honorable Willie Brown, former
less promotor of the IMGL and its mission.
Mayor of San Francisco, and Carmen Policy, the former
One of the main purposes of the IMGL is to be an general manager of the San Francisco Forty-Niners NFL
educational organization. To that end two years ago Joerg football team. Many thanks to the co-chairs John Maloney
introduced the IMGL Masterclass concept at ICE in and John Roberts for their commitment in organizing the
London. The IMGL Masterclass Program is now held in conference.
connection with various gaming conferences around the
IMGL’s fall conference will be held in Dublin,
world and enables conference attendees to hear from pan- Ireland, this year on October 23-25. The conference will
els of experts on the latest developments in the gaming be held at the Shelbourne Hotel, one of Dublin’s oldest and
industry. These panels consist of leading gaming experts most elegant hotels located on St. Stephen’s Green. More
including gaming attorneys, regulators,
details to follow.
members of the gaming industry, consultAs part of the IMGL’s educational
ants and educators. The IMGL Mastermission we now have six major publicaThe IMGL
class concept has proven so popular that
European Gaming Lawyer; American
Masterclass
Program tions:
in 2016 the IMGL will be conducting
Gaming Lawyer; Canadian Gaming
is now held in
Masterclasses in connection with G2E
Lawyer; Asian Gaming Lawyer, Indian
connection
with
Asia; The Gaming Summit in Gibraltar;
Gaming Lawyer, and La Ley Del Juego,
various gaming
the i-Gaming Super Show in Amsterdam;
which is published in the Spanish language
conferences
around
the KPMG e-Gaming Summit on the Isle
and focuses on all Spanish speaking juristhe world and enables dictions in Europe, Central and South
of Man; the I-Gaming Seminar in Malta;
the Eastern European Gaming Summit
conference attendees America. These publications have become
in Sofia, Bulgaria; the European Associto hear from panels of a valuable source of information on the
ation for the Study of Gambling; and
latest legal and industry developments in
experts on the latest
the IAGR Conference in Sydney,
the gaming industry. I encourage all of
developments in the
Australia. As a result of the popularity
our members to contribute content to
gaming industry.
of the Masterclass concept, our leadership
these publications.
is currently reviewing additional requests
Our membership continues to grow
for holding Masterclass programs at
and our receptions at ICE and G2E Asia
other gaming conferences and events
continue to be great networking and relaaround the world. Stay tuned for further details.
tionship building events. The IMGL reception at G2E Asia
In February the IMGL co-sponsored the American will be held on May 18at the Venetian Macau. I encourage
Bar Association’s Gaming Law Minefield program which any members who travel to Macau for G2E Asia to attend
was well attended and had an outstanding group of the reception. As evidenced from the many IMGL events
panelists. The IMGL spring conference is just around the around the world, 2016 looks to be a busy year for the
corner and will be held in San Francisco. The conference IMGL and its members, and I look forward to seeing and
dates are April 20-22. Not only will there be panels on working with you to further promote the IMGL brand.

“

”
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>> Letter from the Editor
he spring issue of American Gaming
Lawyer coincides with the 2016 International Masters of Gaming Law
North American conference at the
historic Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco. The
articles contributed to this issue cover some of the
hot topics that the conference committee and session
moderators have assembled to focus on IMGL’s
educational objectives. In addition, the spring issue
contains jurisdictional updates and other thought
provoking topics.
The Fantasy Sports Trilogy features articles
from different perspectives and provides a detailed
explanation of this much debated development in the
industry. Christian Fisher presents an in depth
discussion of Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) development, legality, and status in Nevada, New York, New
Jersey, Massachussetts, and Pennsylvania. The article
points out the inconsistent approaches of the various
states in legislation and regulation of DFS.
Next in the trilogy is an article by Gowree
Gokhale, Ranjana Adhikari, and Aaron Kamath
covering fantasy sports in India. The authors discuss
the popularity, development and legality of fantasy
sports in India with an analysis of the present status
and future potential for fantasy sports operations in
the jurisdiction.
The final article in the fantasy sports group is
from Keith Whyte, Executive Director of the
National Council on Problem Gambling. Keith’s
discussion focuses on consumer protection issues as
they relate to DFS and “responsible play.”
The jurisdictional updates in this issue are
international, including Brazil, Nevada and Malta.
Tony Cabot and Celso Neves provide important
information regarding enforcement issues and collection of gambling debts incurred by Brazilian nationals and residents of Brazil when gambling in legal
gaming venues outside Brazil. The precautionary
measures are mandatory guidelines for casinos
attempting to collect gambling debts in Brazil.
Bacigalupi, Light and Rutledge next provide a
step by step analysis of the requirements for opening
and maintaining an entity wagering account for race
book and sports wagers, a new development in
Nevada with the passage of Senate Bill 443.
Malta iGaming is thoroughly analyzed in a
discussion of the opportunities for the gaming
industry in Malta based on its welcoming business
and regulatory environment along with its educated
and multi-lingual workforce. In his article, Roger
Strickland refers to the positive features of Malta as
an “iGaming Eco-System.”
Marc Dunbar discusses three recent United
States federal cases regarding electronic gaming.
The discussion presents an overview of the cases,
showing how US law addresses virtual currencies
used in the games. The author states that “the lines

between gambling and
gaming continue to blur
via their convergence on
the Internet;” thus the
courts will remain involved as new developments occur.
Professor William
Sue McNabb
Thompson presents an
historical overview of
gambling and its relationship to ships, tracing the
evolution throughout the oceans and rivers of the
world. From paddlewheels to cruise ships, onboard
gambling has evolved, but the author questions the
progress, stating that “games played above water
have not gained the levels of action found in landbased casinos.” The author concludes by pointing out
ten reasons he thinks shipboard casinos have not
reached the levels of land based casinos.
Continuing his annual report on the economic
impact of Indian gaming, Dr. Alan Meister presents
the fourteenth Indian Gaming Industry Report. In
articles in IMGL’s new Indian Gaming Lawyer and in
American Gaming Lawyer, Dr. Meister presents clear
charts and graphs showing the continued growth of
Indian gaming in the US.
Finally, Hugo Luz dos Santos discusses the
Reno Model, a framework developed by Blaszczynski,
Ladouceur and Shaffer as a guide to deal with
problem gambling. The author closely follows the
Reno Model to present a guide to operators, treatment providers and other agencies in adopting a
responsible gambling program.
As always, American Gaming Lawyer appreciates
the contributions of the authors to the spring issue
and welcomes future articles and advertisements to
support IMGL’s publications. With your valued
contributions, IMGL publications continue to provide
updates on legislation, jurisprudence, and market
developments to the gaming community.
Sue McNabb, Editor
American Gaming Lawyer
and
Executive Director, IMGL

Sue McNabb has worked with the state legislature and served as Assistant Attorney General for the Louisiana Department of Justice and as
an attorney for the Louisiana Legislative Auditor. She has an extensive background in corporate law in the private sector where she worked
as General Counsel of an INC 500 Company and as Vice President of
Administration with a national not-for-profit corporation.
Sue served on the board of directors of the Louisiana
Association on Compulsive Gambling and was formerly a member of
the board of the National Council on Problem Gambling. She also
serves on the board of the Louisiana Center for Women in Government and Business and was appointed by Governor Bobby Jindal to
serve on the Louisiana Women’s Policy and Research Commission.
She received the IMGL president’s award for 2013.
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS: NEVADA

Entity Wagering
A New Twist on the Old Adage
of Being in the Business of
Betting or Wagering
By Jason Bacigalupi, Glenn Light
and Karl Rutledge

I

n 2015, the Nevada Legislature passed Senate Bill 443
(“SB 443”) authorizing certain business entities to place race
book and sports pool wagers. Essentially, SB 443 aimed to
increase the wagering handle in Nevada by allowing Nevada
corporate entities, limited liability companies, or partnerships, who
can raise investment funds or debt, to conduct sports and race
betting. In order to effectuate this landmark development, SB 443
also authorized the Nevada Gaming Commission to adopt regulations governing the acceptance of such wagers. After several
workshops and comment periods, the Nevada Gaming Commission adopted regulations governing the acceptance of entity
wagers in the fall of 2015.
In light of these developments,
Nevada licensed race and sports books
(collectively referred to as “Sports Books”)
are now in the process of opening wagering accounts for Nevada business entities.
This article provides a high level exploration of the requirements for opening
and maintaining an entity wagering
account.
To begin, an entity seeking to establish a wagering account is subject to
several fundamental requirements. The
entity must be formed in Nevada and
remain in good standing with the Secretary of State. The entity must also maintain a bank account in Nevada, from which
it must transfer and receive all money
used in wagering.4 Moreover, the entity
must keep in Nevada all of its books and

6
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records as required under general corporate law, as well as all records received
from Sports Books for all wagers placed.5
One interesting aspect is that there
are no residency requirements related to
the individuals involved in the entity, in
either a debt or equity relationship.
Accordingly, the entity’s equity holders,
holders of indebtedness, directors, officers, managers and partners do not have
to be residents of Nevada. However, all
persons must be over the age of 21.6
Additionally, as discussed below, all persons must be disclosed and vetted by each
Sports Book with which the entity desires
to open an account. Similarly, if the entity
is owned or controlled by one or more
holding companies, every person associated with the controlling/holding com-

pany must also be disclosed and vetted by
said Sports Books.7
In terms of who can place the
entity’s wagers, the entity must appoint at
least one authorized representative to
make wagers with a particular Sports
Book.8 This individual(s), who must also
be vetted by the Sports Book, is the only
person who is permitted to place wagers
on behalf of the entity. An entity must
notify the respective Sports Books within
five business days of any changes to any
of its authorized representatives, its
formation and/or standing with the
Secretary of State, as well as any of the
persons referenced above who are affiliated with the entity.9
Entities that open wagering accounts
are also subject to several other ongoing

“

One interesting
aspect is that there are
no residency requirements
related to the individuals
involved in the entity, in
either a debt or equity
relationship. Accordingly,
the entity’s equity holders,
holders of indebtedness,
directors, officers,
managers and partners
do not have to be
residents of Nevada.

”

requirements. In particular, any entity that makes
wagers with a particular Sports Book that aggregate up to, and including, $5 million in a calendar
year must provide the Sports Book with an affirmation stating that the entity did not make payments based on profits/revenues to persons other
than those identified and allowed.10 Any entity that
makes wagers aggregating more than $5 million
in a calendar year with a Sports Book must provide it with an independent third party verification that identifies to whom payments are made
based on profits/revenues.11 If the Sports Book
does not receive the required affirmation or third
party verification prior to April 1st of the year
following any year in which the entity placed
wagers with the Sports Book, the Sports Book
shall suspend the wagering account and not allow
further wagering activity on the account.12
Besides the entities, each Sports Book that
desires to accept entity wagering is also subject to
numerous regulatory requirements. To begin, a
Sports Book must first notify the Nevada Gaming
Control Board in writing of its intent to accept
such wagers, and must adopt and display at its

premises the house rules governing entity wagering transactions.13 Additionally, as alluded to
above, it must implement strict due diligence procedures to identify and vet every person associated
with an entity as well as the source of all funds
(debt or equity) used to wager. The overall goal is
to identify any natural person who either puts
money into the operation, or receives any profits
or revenues from the entity.14 The Sports Book
must also obtain affirmations from the entity that
(i) it has met all applicable requirements under
Nevada law and gaming regulations and (ii) it was
not established for the purpose of circumventing
any federal or state law regarding illegal sport
wagering, electronic communications or money
laundering.15 The Sports Book must maintain
records of the due diligence it performs for no less
than one year following either the closure of the
wagering account or the rejection of the entity’s
application for such an account.16
Whenever an entity with a wagering account
provides updated information to the Sports Book
regarding its ownership and affiliations, and so on,
the Sports Book must verify said information
within 30 days of receipt.17 If the Sports Book is
unable to verify the information in this time frame
it must suspend the wagering account.18 Similarly,
the Sports Book must suspend a wagering account
if the entity fails to furnish its annual affirmation
or 3rd party verification that identifies to whom
payments are made, as referenced above.19
When establishing an account, the business
entity patron must provide an employee of the
Sports Book with the required due diligence
information for the employee to record.20 Additionally, the patron must sign, in the presence of a
supervising employee, an affirmation that the
patron: (1) confirms the accuracy of the information provided, (2) acknowledges receipt of the

SB443 Sec 3(4)(b)
SB443 Sec 3(4)(a)
6
SB443 Sec (3)(2)(a)
7
Reg 22.155(2) & (3)
8
SB443 Sec 3(4)(a)
9
SB443 Sec 3(5)
5

Reg 22.155(6)(a)
Reg 22.155(6)(b)
12
Reg 22.155(6)
13
Reg 22.155(11); Reg 22.155(1)
14
Reg 22.155(2) & (3)
15
Reg 22.155(3)(a)
10
11

Jason Bacigalupi is an attorney
in Lewis Roca Rothgerber
Christie’s Gaming practice
group in the firm’s Las Vegas
Office. He focuses on existing or
potential gaming businesses
(including related transactional
issues), interactive gaming,
contests and sweepstakes.

Glenn Light

Glenn Light is a partner in
Lewis Roca Rothgerber
Christie’s Gaming practice
group in the firm’s Las Vegas
Office. He focuses his practice on
land-based and interactive
casinos, horse racing, sports
betting, sweepstakes and contests.

Continued on page 12

**DISCLAIMER - This article has been prepared for general information purposes only. The information presented
is not legal advice, is not to be acted on as such, may not be up-to-date and is subject to change without notice.
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Reg 22.155(3)
Reg 22.155(5)
18
Id.
19
Reg 22.155(6)
20
Reg 22.140(7)(d)
16
17

Karl Rutledge

Karl Rutledge is a partner in
Lewis Roca Rothgerber
Christie’s Gaming practice
group in the firm’s Las Vegas
office. He focuses on Internet
gaming, contests, sweepstakes,
privacy policies, and website
terms and conditions.
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS: MALTA

The Malta iGaming Eco-System
by Roger A. Strickland Jr.

F

or those readers unfamiliar with
Malta, it’s a tiny island in the
middle of the Mediterranean
Sea with a population of approximately
400,000 people. Malta has been a
member of the European Union since
2004 and has been actively regulating
iGaming since.

Malta—A Global iGaming Player
and Proactive Regulator

Over the years, Malta has taken important
and substantial steps to establish itself as a
global player in the iGaming industry, and
this is mostly due to the unique combination of a multi-lingual workforce, a strong
legal system, a strong business development mindset, a stable government and

8
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most importantly a proactive regulator.
The Malta Gaming Authority (MGA) has
over the past years successfully established
itself as a leading and serious EU regulator
where by the end of 2015, more than 300
companies holding over 400 licenses
opted to be regulated by the Malta
Gaming Authority.

iGaming operators generate around
10% of Malta’s GDP

Today, Malta hosts some of the largest
iGaming operators on the market which
together generate around 10% of Malta’s
GDP. The success of Malta’s thriving industry over the past few years is primarily
due to sound regulation; however, its recent
exponential growth also boils down to the
services that now surround the industry
itself. Since Malta is becoming ever more
reliant on financial services, a trained and
ever-increasing workforce in the
sector is pushing more growth.
This growth is being witnessed across the whole
spectrum including the
setting up of funds on
the island, licensing of
electronic money institutions, iGaming licensing,
yacht and aircraft registration as well as different
residency
schemes.

In any business in which one operates,
it is people that make the difference, and
Malta is no different. People are therefore
one key element to the island’s eco-system.

Highly-Qualified Tax Scheme
for the Gaming Industry

The importance of a well-trained and
educated workforce is paramount and both
the government and the Malta Gaming
Authority have introduced various schemes
to both attract foreign highly-qualified
people to the island and also to train locals.
The Malta Gaming Authority has also
recently established the Malta Gaming
Academy with the aim of offering local and
foreign students the opportunity to develop
the necessary skills for a career in the
iGaming industry. The plan is to create an
independent educational institution as a
public private partnership to provide
increased opportunities for local and
foreign individuals to enter the industry
by offering tailor-made courses in line with
the gaming industry’s needs.
This increase in human resources has
also driven growth in the Maltese real
estate industry increasing demand for quality rental properties. Big names in the
international Real Estate Market, namely,
Sotheby’s International Realty, Coldwell
Banker, Engel & Volkers and Remax have
established themselves well in a thriving
market fueled by an incredible demand and
appetite for quality projects. The real estate
operators are therefore also important to
the eco-system on the island and do form
an important part of it.
Operators setting up in Malta are
always quite impressed with the level of
technology the island can deliver. The

“

Over the years,
Malta has taken important
and substantial steps to
establish itself as a global
player in the iGaming industry,
and this is mostly due to the
unique combination of a
multi-lingual workforce, a
strong legal system, a strong
business development mindset,
a stable government
and most importantly a
proactive regulator.

”

island has a solid and sound infrastructure and is
extremely well connected to the Internet via a
number of resilient submarine cables. These multiple fiber routes enable a 24/7, 365 day operation
for some of the largest players in the iGaming
industry. The iGaming industry is the major market for data centres on Malta, and the majority of
these employ highly-trained, talented people.

A Competitive Tax System and Other
Reasons to Opt for Malta

On the corporate side of things, Maltese corporate service providers have also played a crucial
role in the growth of the iGaming industry in
Malta. Setting up business or setting up a company in Malta provides an effective, EU-based
solution. Malta’s competitive tax system, extensive network of Double Taxation Agreements
(DTAs), and its English-speaking educated workforce make it an increasingly popular business
vehicle for companies from all over the world to
register a company in Malta. Whether one is in
need of a Malta holding company (to be used as
part of an effective asset-holding structure), a
Malta trading company, a ship-owning company,
an investment vehicle or a captive insurance company, Malta provides several solutions to accommodate such requirements. Maltese CSP’s also
carry out many functions for iGaming operators
including MGA iGaming license applications,
payroll, accountancy work, VAT and tax returns,
directorship services, secretarial services and also

tax advice on the structuring of client business
across the globe. Mergers and acquisitions across
the industry have also affected many Maltese
structures with legal and financial due diligence
being carried out by local legal counsel too. Corporate services providers (CSP’s) are also very instrumental in the setting-up of licencee’s banking
requirements and this also is a feather in Malta’s
cap. Over the years, the growth of the financial
services industry has likewise seen the growth in
banking options on the island. Although the due
diligence process might take some time, Maltese
banks are entertaining iGaming business too.

The ‘Freedom of Establishment’ Principle

An important EU development over recent years
was the introduction of EU national licencing
regimes. Initially seen as a threat to Malta’s lucrative iGaming industry, it has actually turned out
to be quite the opposite as many operators are
now using Malta as their operational base servicing multiple jurisdictions. The ‘freedom of establishment principle’ has also helped in allowing
Maltese corporate vehicles to apply for other EU
licences. It’s true that the days where one licence
fits all are over; however, the ancillary services
that an operator needs in the EU are the same as
those it has on Malta. Maltese licencees are hence
locating their global headquarters on the island.
Other key players in Malta’s eco-system are
of course the various groups and councils set-up
to represent operators. In order to also offer a
voice to operators, the Malta Remote Gaming
Council was set-up in 2005 under an initiative of
the gaming authority. The Council consists of all
stakeholders in the remote gaming industry
including licensed operators, data carriers, Internet service providers, lawyers and professional
services providers with its main objective being
to serve as an ongoing discussion forum. Recently,
the Malta Chamber of Commerce also set-up its
iGaming council and they also represent some
large operators.

Enhancing the Regulatory Framework

Since the iGaming industry is very much technology and product driven, the challenge that

Continued on page 12

Roger A. Strickland Jr.

Roger A. Strickland Jr. joined
CSB Group in 2005 as an External Consultant to the Group’s
iGaming business consultancy
division and was subsequently
appointed Group Director. Roger
consults with companies setting up
in Malta to make the right choices,
to understand the licensing and
regulatory requirements as well as
to assist in setting up their respective Malta based operations.
Roger has proven to be key to the
smooth incorporation of iGaming
companies. With a wide network
of contacts and know-how within
the online iGaming industry,
Roger brings with him a wealth
of experience and is strategic in
bringing key stakeholders together.
Since 2005 he has also served in
the position of Key Official and
Executive Director, representing
various iGaming entities internationally. Fluent in English, Maltese, Italian and French and with
knowledge of Dutch and German,
Roger’s network is highly international. Roger was also elected to
the Malta Remote Gaming Council (MRGC) Board (2008-2010
committee). MRGC is continuously involved in discussion with
stakeholders, regulators, ministries,
and their members on various
iGaming issues. As a seasoned
iGaming expert, he contributed
to various Malta Gaming Authority (MGA) committees on gaming
standards. He now also sits on the
GamingMalta Foundation board
- a non-profit organisation
founded by the Government of
Malta and the Malta Gaming
Authority and launched in March
2015. It’s objectives include the
promotion of Malta as the leading
iGaming jurisdiction, attracting
new companies to set-up in Malta
- a centre of excellence in the
iGaming industry.
roger.strickland@csbgroup.com|
www.csbgroup.com
+356 2557 2557
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS: BRAZIL

The Path to Collecting
Casino Debts in Brazil
By Anthony Cabot and Antonio Celso Neves

W

hile the Brazilian economy has hit a rough patch,
its potential and Brazilians’ affinity for travel to the
United States should not be underestimated.
The last statistics are from 2014 when Brazil provided more
travellers than any other country outside of North America
except the United Kingdom and Japan. Since 2009,
Brazilian tourism to the US recorded an increase of
153.6%. According to the US Travel Association, this will
continue to rise to almost 3.5 million tourists by 2020. Moreover, the average expenditure for each of the 2.3 million
Brazil tourists in 2013 was a healthy $5,831.
Las Vegas, in particular, has been keen to welcome Brazilian
tourists because Las Vegas has strong brand appeal in Brazil, and
Brazilian tourists spend twice as much, on average, as visitors
from Anglo countries. Indeed, Las Vegas is among the top five
destinations for Brazilian tourists to the United States along with
Orlando, New York, Miami, and Los Angeles. The appeal of Las
Vegas and other gambling meccas may have much to do with the
prohibition against casino gaming in Brazil. The Brazilian Civil
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Code provides that gambling is an illegal activity, except the
federal and state lotteries operated by the state itself or by public bodies. What happens in Las Vegas (or the casinos in South
Florida or elsewhere), however, does not always stay there. In
many instances, Brazilians gamble on credit, and the US casinos
must seek enforcement of these gambling debts from the patrons
after they have returned to Brazil.
Federal law determines the enforcement of gambling debts
in Brazil, which has adopted federalism as state form. Brazil has
twenty-six member states and a federal district. They are inseparable entities that have their political autonomy limited by the
Federal Constitution of Brazil. The Union is an autonomous
federal entity in relation to the member states and exercises the
sovereignty attributions of the Brazilian State. The Federal
Constitution, enacted by the Constitutional Assembly in 1988,
provides that the Union is solely responsible for legislating on
matters of general interest. In such concern, the Brazilian
Federal Constitution reserves, in its Article 22, the exclusive
authority to legislate on civil and commercial law. As such, a
single Civil Code and Civil Procedure Code govern all member
states. Moreover, the state and federal court aims for a standard
interpretation of the federal law, under the Superior Court of
Justice’s strict legal control and Federal Supreme Court’s

constitutional control.
The initial impediment to enforcing gaming
debt against Brazilian residents is Article 814 of
the Brazilian Civil Code which establishes, as a
general rule, that the debts related to gambling
or betting are not payable. Therefore, the obligations arising from illegal gambling activities performed in the domestic territory are not civilly
enforceable, being characterized only as natural
obligations. Article 814 itself, in Section 2, however, creates an exception to the impossibility of
collecting gambling debts when the gambling
and betting are legally permitted. This is consistent with Article 9 of the Law of Introduction
to the Brazilian Legal Rules, which provides that
laws of the country in which obligations are
established shall apply to their qualification and
governance. The result is that the obligations
resulting from gambling legally undertaken in a
regulated jurisdiction can be collected in a Brazil
court. Effectively, Brazil adopted the principle of
locus regit actum (the site regulates the act).
The Article 5 preamble and clause XXXV
of the Federal Constitution provide that “all are
equal before the law, without distinction of any
kind, ensuring to the Brazilians and foreigners
residing in the country the inviolable right to life,
liberty, equality, safety and property, as follows
(…) XXXV - the law does not exclude from the
appreciation of the Judiciary Branch, injury or
threat to law”. The case law of the Federal
Supreme Court established the understanding
that foreigners residing abroad also enjoy the
same rights recognized by the Brazilians. In such
concern, Article 12 of the Law of Introduction to
the Rules of the Brazilian Laws provides that the
Brazilian Court has jurisdiction when the defendant’s domicile is Brazil or the obligation has to
be complied with in Brazil. The Civil Procedure
Code also provides, in its Article 88, that the
Brazilian Court authority has jurisdiction when
the defendant, whatever its nationality, is domiciled in Brazil.
Thus, except for the rule of impossibility of
collecting debts originating from gambling, by a
court narrow-track, the Brazilian Courts may
decide on the collection of gambling debts in
Brazilian Courts, applying a foreign law, either

from Uruguay, Argentina, US State of Nevada,
England or any country where the practice of
gambling is a lawful and regulated activity.
Should a casino attempt to register a foreign
judgment obtained in Nevada against a Brazilian
resident, the casino must follow certain formation, fact-finding and other criteria as established
by the Supreme Court of Brazil. Moreover,
Brazilian counsel produce a civilly effective document to attach to the proceeding that establishes
Brazilian jurisdiction to recover the pursued debt.
The list of procedural court arrangements and
formalities shall also be observed, both before and
concurrent to the lawsuit, so that the lawsuit is
not dismissed before obtaining judicial protection.
In this regard, the casinos are wise to contact
Brazilian counsel even before initiating a law suit
in their home countries to make sure that the
parties to the action, the claims alleged and the
relief sought is consistent with maximizing the
probability of successfully enforcing the gaming
debt in Brazil ♣
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and the US casinos must
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MEMBERS
IN THE NEWS
LARRY GREGORY APPOINTED
TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE AMERICAN GAMING
ASSOCIATION
Larry Gregory,
Executive Director, Ms. Gaming
and Hospitality
Association and
former recipient
of the IMGL
Regulator of the
Year award for
North America was recently
appointed to the Board of Directors
of the American Gaming Association.

2016 EDITION OF INDIAN
GAMING INDUSTRY REPORT
RELEASED
In March 2016,
Alan P. Meister,
Ph.D., Principal
Economist with
Nathan Associates and a California-based
member of IMGL, released the
latest edition of his annual Indian
gaming study, the Indian Gaming
Industry Report. In its fourteenth
year of publication, the study
provides comprehensive and
up-to-date nationwide and stateby-state data and analysis on
Indian gaming in the United
States. A summary of the
study’s findings is included in
Dr. Meister’s article starting on
page 30 of this issue of American
Gaming Lawyer.
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Entity Wagering
Continued from page 7

rules and procedures for wagering communications, (3) has been informed that
patrons are prohibited by law from placing wagering communications from
outside Nevada, and (4) consents to
monitoring or recording by the Board
of any wagering communications.21
Both the Sports Book’s employee and
supervising employee must also sign
statements that they witnessed the
patron’s signature and confirmed the
patron’s identity and residence.22
Once the account has been established, the entity may begin wagering.
However, all business entity wagering
account deposits and withdrawals must
only be made by transfers between
the entity’s account at its bank or financial institution, and may not be
made in cash.23 A Sports Book may not
extend credit to an entity and may only
accept wagering activity from an entity
through its wagering account.24 Also,
the Sports Book may only deposit winnings into the entity’s wagering account.25
A Sports Book must report any
violation (or suspected violation) of law
or regulation related to an entity wagering account to the Board immediately, including, but not limited to, the
Federal Wire Act, the Illegal Gambling
Business Act, and anti-money launder-

Malta iGaming
Eco-System
Continued from page 9

now faces Malta is its ability to adapt to
new market conditions. Regulations
enacted in 2004 have served the industry well; however, technology has
advanced in leaps and bounds. The current authority chairman has taken a
serious pro-active approach to this,
undergoing consultations with industry

ing laws.26 Similarly, the Sports Book
must notify the Board, within five
days, of any account being suspended
or closed, as well as the reinstatement
of any suspended account.27
In conclusion, although SB 443
and its related regulations provide an
interesting vehicle to conduct an entity wagering business, including the
ability to raise equity and debt financing, there are serious risks involved.
These include administrative and criminal penalties for violating certain requirements of the new law and
regulations, as well as applicable federal
laws. Additionally, just as in any other
business, how the entities are structured
and operated can raise regulatory concerns, as well as expose the entity and
individuals associated with that entity
to civil lawsuits and other typical business risks. Therefore, should one be interested in exploring the entity
wagering model, we recommend consulting with knowledgeable legal and
business experts in order to understand
and mitigate such risks. ♣
Reg 22.140(7)(e)
Reg 22.140(7)(f)
23
Reg 22.160(5)
24
Reg 22.150(9); Reg 22.150(8)
25
Reg 22.150(8)
26
Reg 22.155(7)
27
Reg 22.150(10)
21
22

stakeholders to gain recommendations
and opinions in order to further
improve the regulatory framework.
Innovation here is key, and Malta seems
to have this in abundance. Malta has
become the default choice for operators
looking to establish themselves in a
serious regulated environment; however, in reality Malta’s success stems
from the different members of its ecosystem which give it the right environment to thrive. ♣
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DAILY FANTASY
SPORTS:
An Industry in Flux

An analysis of state-by-state approaches to DFS1
BY CHRISTIAN J. FISHER
he popularity of fantasy sports has exploded in recent years

have proposed regulations to regulate DFS, such as Massachusetts,

with the rise of daily fantasy sports (“DFS”). The popularity

DFS has been historically prohibited in other states, such as Arizona,

of DFS stems from the excitement of being able to select a

Iowa, Louisiana, Montana and Washington. Further, state Attorneys

new variation of athletes on a daily basis, seven days a week and

General, such as those in Mississippi and New York, have recently

365 days a year. Unfortunately for DFS operators, the increased

taken steps to prohibit DFS within their states, and state gaming reg-

popularity of DFS, along with allegations of a DFS employee

ulators, such as those in Nevada, have deemed that DFS constitutes

exploiting insider information, has also led to the questioning its

gambling that may only be offered pursuant to a state gaming

legality and an outcry for regulation of the industry. As of March 1,

license. The varied approaches to DFS in several jurisdictions are

2016, legislation was pending in 28 states concerning the regulation

considered below, along with the Unlawful Internet Gambling

of DFS and its legality under state law. While some states have

Enforcement Act of 2006 (“UIGEA”), which rests at the forefront of

moved expressly to legalize DFS, such as Virginia, and other states

the debate concerning the legality of DFS.

T

As of March 10, 2016.
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I. UIGEA

UIGEA’s primary prohibition states that individuals in the business of betting or wagering may not knowingly accept, in connection with the participation of another person in “unlawful Internet
gambling,” credit, electronic fund transfers, checks or the proceeds
from certain other transactions. Under UIGEA, the determination
as to whether a person participates in unlawful Internet gambling
is a matter of state law. In other words, UIGEA’s prohibition is
generally only applicable where the relevant bet or wager is
unlawful under state law.
To be considered unlawful Internet gambling under UIGEA,
however, a “bet or wager” must occur in the first instance, and under
UIGEA, “bet or wager” excludes participation in fantasy sports
contests in which the fantasy sports team is not based on the current
membership of an actual team, prizes are established before contests begin and their value is not based on the number of players or
their fees, and winning outcomes reflect the skill of the players, are
predominantly based on statistics of athletes in actual events and
are not based on scores, point spreads or the performance of any
team or single individual athlete (“Exemption”).
UIGEA, however, expressly states that it is not intended to
alter or limit other federal or state laws prohibiting, permitting or
regulating gambling within the United States, and as noted above,
participation in unlawful Internet gambling is a matter of state law.
In short, the Exemption simply excludes fantasy sports from
UIGEA in that fantasy sports are not criminalized under UIGEA,
does not legalize fantasy sports or deem that they are not
“gambling” and does not limit or preempt state laws concerning
gambling. Accordingly, even if DFS contests are excluded from
UIGEA’s restrictions and regulations at a federal level, the
legality of DFS contests must be considered on a state-by-state
basis under state gambling laws.

II. Nevada

On October 15, 2015, the Nevada Gaming
Control Board (“NGCB”), along with the
Gaming Division of the Office of the Nevada
Attorney General, concluded that DFS constitutes gambling under Nevada law as DFS met the definition of
“gambling games.” Further, as DFS involves wagering on the
collective performance of individuals participating in sporting
events, a license to operate a sports pool is required to offer DFS
within Nevada. While the NGCB’s ruling permits current Nevada
licensees with approval to operate a sports pool to offer DFS within
Nevada, DFS operators were obligated to cease operations in
Nevada until such time as they filed for and obtained the appropriate license.
The NGCB based its ruling on the definitions of “gambling
game” and “sports pools” under Nevada law. The NGCB opined
that DFS constituted a game played with any electronic device and
that it was played for money or any other representative value, and
thus, DFS was considered a gambling game. Further, as DFS was
a game in which patrons could wager against each other and the

“house” takes a percentage of each wager, DFS could also be
considered a “percentage game,” and therefore, a gambling game.
Further, the NGCB concluded that DFS contests constitute sports
pools as they involve wagering, that such wagering is made on
sporting events by a system of wagering and that DFS operators
are in the business of accepting wagers. As a license is required to
operate a gambling game or sports pool, DFS operators could not
continue to operate without such a license.
As the definitions of “gambling game” or “sports pool” under
Nevada law do not require chance or some element of chance, and
make no distinction between games of skill and games of chance,
the NGCB did not opine as to whether DFS was predominately
driven by skill or by chance. However, the NGCB did state that
DFS may constitute a prohibited lottery, in which case it would be
necessary to consider whether DFS was predominately driven by
chance rather than skill.
To-date, traditional DFS operators, such as FanDuel and
DraftKings, have not applied for a license to operate in Nevada.
However, a new entrant into the market, US Fantasy, whose DFS
product is designed to operate similar to off-track, pari-mutuel
horse racing, and in conjunction with existing regulations, recently
applied to the Nevada Gaming Commission for a license.

III. New York

The New York State Constitution expressly
prohibits gambling in all forms not specifically
authorized, and the New York State Legislature
has passed laws to criminalize such gambling,
including Section 225.10 of the New York Penal Law, which criminalizes the promotion of unlawful gambling activity. Under New
York law, “gambling” requires a wager on a “contest of chance or a
future contingent event not under his control or influence.”
Generally, there are three tests used by states to determine whether
a particular contest is a contest of chance: (1) the predominance
test, in which the element of chance is present if chance predominates over skill, even if skill plays a role in the contest; (2) the any
chance test, in which the element of chance is present if the contest has even the slightest degree of chance; and (3) the material
degree test, which has been adopted in New York, in which a
“contest of chance” means any contest where the outcome depends
in a material degree upon an element of chance. Accordingly, the
debate surrounding DFS in New York revolves primarily around
whether DFS outcomes depend in a material degree upon chance.
In a November 2015 cease-and-desist letter, New York State
Attorney General Eric Schneiderman opined that DFS patrons
were placing bets on events outside of their control or influence
(the performance of professional athletes) and that each DFS
wager represented a wager on a “contest of chance.” Accordingly,
Attorney General Schneiderman concluded that DFS constituted
gambling under New York law, and thus was prohibited under
the New York State Constitution and several sections of the New
York Penal Law.
Continued on next page
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Attorney General Schneiderman subsequently filed Complaints in the New York Supreme Court seeking injunctions
enjoining DraftKings and FanDuel from operating within New
York, and in December 2015, Amended Complaints also seeking
civil penalties for alleged deceptive acts and false advertising,
including $5,000 for each individual violation, disgorgement of
monies received and restitution of consumer funds. Asserting that
DFS contests are games of skill, DraftKings and FanDuel sought
a temporary restraining order concerning the cease-and-desist, and
preliminary injunctions enjoining further actions that allege DFS
violates New York law. On December 11, 2015, the New York
Supreme Court granted the Attorney General’s request for
injunctive relief, thus prohibiting DraftKings and Fanduel
from operating within New York. The New York Supreme Court
Appellate Division’s First Department, however, granted an
interim stay of the injunctions on the same day, and more recently,
granted a permanent stay of the injunctions pending resolution of
appeals from the December 11, 2015 order, which is not expected
before May 2016. While FanDuel and DraftKings may continue
operating within the state in the interim, Citigroup announced that
they would begin blocking DFS debit and credit card payments in
the state and payment processor Vantiv announced plans to cease
processing payments related to DFS in all jurisdictions by the end
of February 2016.
Several pieces of legislation have been proposed in New York
concerning the DFS industry, such as legislation to include “fantasy
sports gambling” within the definition of “gaming activity” under
the New York Racing, Pari-Mutuel Wagering and Breeding Law
(“Racing Law”) and to give the New York State Gaming Commission jurisdiction over DFS; to remove participation in fantasy sports
games from the definition of “contest of chance”; and to effectively
deem that DFS is gambling under New York law by amending the
New York State Constitution to allow for fantasy sports “wagering”
on professional sports (provided such wagering in New York is
authorized at the federal level). More recently the Chair of the
Senate Racing, Gaming and Wagering Committee proposed a comprehensive bill that would allow DFS operators to register with a
new “fantasy sports contests division” within the New York
Financial Frauds and Consumer Protection Unit for a $500,000 fee,
impose standards to protect against fraud and problem gambling,

“

Despite initially proposing legislation in
October 2015 that would regulate DFS
through the Division and expressly deem that
DFS is a game of skill (rather than a game
of chance), on March 7, 2016, New
Jersey State Senator Jim Whelan
proposed new legislation that would
empower the Department of Law
and Public Safety (“Department”)
to regulate the industry and issue
permits to DFS providers.
16
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and tax DFS gross revenues at 15 percent. The bill states that
“interactive fantasy sports” are games of skill thus excluding them
from the definition of gambling under the New York Penal Law
and would allow operators offering DFS prior to November 2015
to continue to operate while their applications for registration were
pending.

IV. New Jersey

New Jersey law criminalizes illegal gambling
and the promotion of “gambling.” Similar to
New York, “gambling” generally requires a
wager upon a “contest of chance” or a future
contingent event not under the actor’s
control or influence, and a “contest of chance,” in turn, includes
contests in which the outcome depends in a material degree upon
chance. Accordingly, the status of DFS largely turns on whether
DFS outcomes depend, in a material degree, upon chance.
While the New Jersey legislature has yet to pass legislation
addressing DFS, in July 2014 the New Jersey Division of Gaming
Enforcement (“Division”) promulgated a regulation allowing
fantasy sports tournaments, provided they are offered by
casino licensees and otherwise meet the requirements of UIGEA.
The regulation also provides that such tournaments are not
considered “gaming” or “gambling” under the New Jersey Casino
Control Act and allows casino licensees to partner with third
parties to offer such tournaments, provided the third parties are
registered as a vendor.
Despite initially proposing legislation in October 2015 that
would regulate DFS through the Division and expressly deem that
DFS is a game of skill (rather than a game of chance), on March 7,
2016, New Jersey State Senator Jim Whelan proposed new legislation that would empower the Department of Law and Public Safety
(“Department”) to regulate the industry and issue permits to DFS
providers. DFS providers would be subject to a permit fee and an
annual registration and renewal fee equal to 9.25 percent of their
gross revenue, and DFS providers already operating would be permitted to continue operating while their permit applications were pending. DFS providers who are casino
licensees would be obligated to maintain all equipment related to DFS within Atlantic City, while
other DFS providers would simply be required to
locate at least one server within Atlantic City.
In New Jersey, as well as other states such as
New York, gambling within the state is solely and
expressly authorized pursuant to the state
constitution. The New Jersey State Constitution, for example, expressly authorizes
casino gambling and horse racing. Accordingly, despite proposed legislation from state
legislatures and opinions from state attorneys
general or state regulators, in New Jersey
or New York for example, if DFS constitutes a form of gambling, DFS may still
be prohibited unless a referendum is passed
formally amending the state constitution.

VI. Massachusetts

In Massachusetts, where DraftKings is based,
the organization and promotion of a “lottery,”
defined generally as any activity consisting of
prize, chance and consideration, is prohibited, unless conducted
within a licensed establishment. Massachusetts courts have traditionally held that a game is considered a lottery if the element of
chance predominates over elements of skill. In addition to lotteries, Massachusetts law also prohibits the organization and possession of betting pools “upon the result of a trial or contest of skill
. . . .” Notably, as the prohibition on betting pools includes “contests
of skill,” it could be argued that the determination as to whether a
game is predominantly based on skill or chance is not relevant to
culpability in regard to betting pools.
On November 19, 2016, Massachusetts Attorney General
Maura Healey proposed DFS regulations primarily focused on
consumer protection, including provisions prohibiting minors from
participating in DFS, ensuring truthful advertising and placing
restrictions on advertising, limiting and securing player deposits,
implementing data retention and security measures, addressing
problem gambling and ensuring transparency and a level playing
field. The proposed regulations also prohibit contests on college
sporting events and mandate that DFS operators comply with
applicable tax laws.
On January 11, 2016, a day prior to the public comment and
hearing on the proposed DFS regulations, the Massachusetts
Gaming Commission published a white paper on DFS
ultimately recommending new state legislation that would
encompass evolving online gaming technologies, including DFS
and an “omnibus online gaming regulatory” agency responsible for
such gaming, which would have the flexibility to adopt regulations
as necessary to accommodate new gaming innovations. The
Massachusetts Gaming Commission, however, declined to definitively opine on the legality of DFS and has indicated since October 2015 that the formal regulation of DFS is the responsibility of
the Massachusetts Legislature.

V. Pennsylvania

Under Pennsylvania law, it is unlawful to set
up or maintain a device for gambling
purposes; solicit or invite any person to visit
any unlawful gambling place to gamble; or
permit premises to be used for unlawful gambling. Generally,
“unlawful gambling” means any gambling that is not specifically
authorized under Pennsylvania law, and “gambling” includes any
activity involving prize, chance and consideration. If a game is
predominantly dependent on chance, even if it is dependent on skill
to some degree, it will be considered “gambling.” In short, if the
game is considered gambling and is not specifically authorized, it is
prohibited under Pennsylvania law.
In May 2015, a bill was proposed to amend the Pennsylvania
Race Horse Development and Gaming Act to allow for fantasy
sports tournaments. The proposed bill would bring DFS operators
under the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board

“

With DFS companies allegedly paying out
more than one billion dollars in prizes in 2014
and an estimated 56.8 million people in the
United States and Canada participating in
fantasy sports, the demand for DFS is clear
and expanding, and with states constantly
seeking new sources of revenue to meet budget
shortfalls, the list of states seeking to regulate
and tax DFS may continue to grow.
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(“Board”), and allow the Board to issue “fantasy sports tournament
licenses” to casino licensees. The bill requires that fantasy sports
tournaments be conducted within a licensed facility and that
participants enter into and receive prizes within a licensed facility.
Casino licensees would be permitted to partner with “tournament
vendors,” who would be required to be licensed and subject to a
suitability investigation. Fantasy sports tournament licensees and
tournament vendors would be subject to a licensing fee, and
licensees would be subject to a 5 percent tax on monthly gross
tournament revenue. While the bill is still pending, it has been
reported that the bill may be amended, and further, that DFS regulation may be addressed within separate legislation to authorize
and regulate Internet gaming within Pennsylvania.
More recently on February 23, 2016, House Bill 941 was
signed into law, which mandates that the Board submit a report on
DFS to the House Gaming Oversight Committee to provide
a definition for “fantasy sports,” address the regulation of fantasy
sports in conjunction with existing Pennsylvania gaming law,
suggest consumer protection measures, outline mechanisms to
facilitate the collection of taxes and provide recommendations for
further legislative action in regard to DFS.

VI. The Future for DFS

Despite the inconsistent approaches concerning DFS on a stateby-state basis, and the continuous and varied regulatory changes
facing the industry, a growing number of states are taking steps to
monitor, oversee and regulate the industry, and in some cases, tax
DFS revenues. With DFS companies allegedly paying out more
than one billion dollars in prizes in 2014 and an estimated 56.8
million people in the United States and Canada participating in
fantasy sports, the demand for DFS is clear and expanding, and
with states constantly seeking new sources of revenue to meet
budget shortfalls, the list of states seeking to regulate and tax DFS
may continue to grow. ♣

Christian J. Fisher, an attorney in Fox Rothschild LLP’s
Atlantic City, NJ office, focuses his practice on all aspects
of gaming law, including gaming regulatory compliance,
investigations.
He can be reached at cjfisher@foxrothschild.com
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Daily Fantasy Sports
& Responsible Play
By Keith Whyte

W

hile much of the legal, legislative and regulatory debate around fantasy
sports has resolved around questions regarding skill or interpretations of
the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA), consumer

protection issues are increasingly coming to the fore. In the complaint the New York
Attorney General filed against daily fantasy sports operators he stated he has been
“concerned to learn from health and gambling experts that daily fantasy sports appear
to be creating the same public health and economic problems associated with
gambling, particularly for populations prone to gambling addiction and individuals who
are unprepared to sustain losses lured by the promise of easy money.” Consumer
protection was central in the fantasy sports regulations proposed by the Massachusetts
Attorney General Martha Healy and in numerous bills filed around the country.
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One reason consumer protection is
important is the potential for compulsive
behavior among DFS players. Our concerns are based on player demographics,
game characteristics, research, recovery
groups and first-person accounts. Fantasy
sports players are frequently described as
predominantly young, male sports enthusiasts who are likely to gamble. Each of these
groups is known to be at higher risk for
gambling addiction. Characteristics of
fantasy sports games associated with
higher risk for addiction are high frequency
of contests, large number of entries per
contest, high entry fees, larger and more
frequent payouts.
The few published studies to date
show that daily fantasy sports players are
more likely to have gambling problems
than non-players. A 2012 study of 23,000
college student athletes (when DFS was in
its infancy) reported that those who played
fantasy sports had a significantly higher

“

has been working with companies
prevalence of gambling problems.
Fantasy sports
like DraftDay, Fan Duel and
Male student athletes who had
players are
DraftKings to develop responsible
gambling problems were also
much more likely to play fantasy frequently described play programs based on the NCPG
as predominantly Fantasy Sports Consumer Protecsports for money. More recently a
study of 1,556 college students young, male sports tion Guidelines. While there is
found males who played fantasy enthusiasts who are considerable variation in the law at
the state level this voluntary national
sports for money, and females
likely to gamble.
standard provides operators,
who played fantasy sports for
Each of these
players and the public with clear
money or not, were more likely to
groups is known
guidance.
experience gambling-related
to be at higher
It is clear the vast majority of
problems.
risk for gambling DFS play is low-risk gambling, but
Gamblers Anonymous, the
some is high-risk and leads to negself-help fellowship for problem
addiction.
ative consequences. The National
gamblers, has added fantasy
Council on Problem Gambling
sports to the list of activities it
encourages everyone to come to the
defines as gambling and urges
individuals in recovery to avoid due to the risk of table to develop common-sense, practical steps to
triggering a gambling addiction. In addition minimize harm. Whether those policies take form
actual cases of severe gambling problems stem- as voluntary guidelines or mandatory regulations,
ming from daily fantasy participation have been whether they are adopted state by state or are
documented by gambling counselors and promulgated at the federal level, it is essential that
fantasy sports operators provide responsible play
reported in national media.
The National Council on Problem Gambling provisions. ♣
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Keith Whyte

Keith Whyte is Executive
Director of the National Council
on Problem Gambling. NCPG’s
mission is to lead state and national stakeholders in the development of comprehensive policy and
programs for all those affected by
problem gambling. Our purpose
is to serve as the national
advocate for programs and
services to assist problem gamblers
and their families with the vision
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FANTASY
SPORTS:
YOUR ‘SUITABLE
BET’ IN INDIA

Can the ‘Dream Teams’
legally tap the cricket
frenzied Indian
population?
By Aaron Kamath, Ranjana Adhikari
& Gowree Gokhale

F

antasy sports have in recent times been a sensation in

countries such as the United States and United Kingdom.
It is reported that the American National Football League

(NFL) is the most popular fantasy sport in the US and was worth
around USD 11 billion in revenue in 2013 alone, according to

Forbes. In the US and Canada, there are estimated to be around
41 million users that play fantasy sports.1 Fantasy Premier League,
the official fantasy football game based on the English Premier
League, with over 3 million users, is one of the most popular fantasy sports games in the UK.

While India has a fair amount of catching up to do, the numbers look positive. The Indian obsession with cricket is certainly
no secret. The last few years have also seen a significant rise in the
popularity of other sports and introduction of a number of
sporting events such as the Indian Super League (ISL) - a national
football league in India and the Pro Kabaddi2 League. The growth
of the sports enthusiasts is clear from the burgeoning television
viewership, advertisements, merchandising, fan clubs and so on
20
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associated with the rise in popularity of such sports in India. With
the number of Internet users in India expected to touch 500
million 2017, with as many as 400 million users accessing the
Internet through their mobile phones,3 India would be an obvious
destination and business choice for fantasy sports operators.
Fantasy sports generally refer to games where members of
the public are invited to build and manage virtual teams consisting of real-life sportsmen and compete against fellow users based
on statistics generated and/or points accrued by such real-life
sportsmen or teams in certain professional sporting events. Users
play a role akin to a virtual team coach and would generally have
the ability to trade, buy, sell, rotate and substitute sportsmen in
their teams before each round of matches, similar to that of a real
sports team coach.

The Matrix of Gambling Laws of India

Such as in the US, gaming is a state level legislative subject in
India. A specific law on regulating and promoting online games
of skill, i.e. Nagaland Prohibition of Gambling and Promotion
and Regulation of Online Games of Skill Bill, 2015 (“Nagaland
Bill”) was recently tabled before the legislative assembly in the

state of Nagaland in India. The Nagaland Bill
defines ‘games of skill’ to be games where there is
a preponderance of skill over chance, including
games where the skill lies in team selection or selection
of virtual stocks based on analysis. Further, it is specified that ‘virtual sport fantasy league games’ and
‘virtual team selection games’ would constitute
‘games of skill,’ and it is further clarified that
games of skill may be virtual sports based. The
Nagaland Bill is presently under review by a select
committee and has not been passed by the state
legislature yet.
There is presently no similar legislation in
other states that regulate fantasy sports. The
question then arises whether the gambling legislations, either central or state, impose any restriction or prohibition on conduct of such games.
The Public Gambling Act, 1867, a central
enactment on betting and gambling has been
adopted by certain states in India. Other states
have enacted their own legislations to regulate
gaming/gambling activities including online
gaming activities in some cases (The Public Gambling Act, 1867 along with the state-wise legislations are hereinafter referred to as “Gaming
Enactments”).
The Gaming Enactments read along with
relevant case-laws in India make an exception for
games of skill or preponderantly of skill. The
Supreme Court of India (“Supreme Court”) has
interpreted the words “mere skill” to include
games which are preponderantly of skill and have
laid down that:
competitions where success depends on
substantial degree of skill will not fall
into category of ‘gambling’; and
despite there being an element of
chance, if a game is preponderantly a
game of skill, it would nevertheless be a
game of “mere skill”.4

Whether a game is of chance or skill is a
question of fact to be decided on the facts and
circumstances of each case. Thus, games which
satisfy the test of “skill versus chance” are not
regulated under the Gaming Enactments and may
be legally offered through the physical as well as
virtual medium (including Internet and mobile)
throughout India. While deciding as to the question of “skill versus chance”, Indian courts have
adopted the test followed by the US courts known
as the “dominant factor test,” or “predominance
test.” This test requires a court to decide whether

chance or skill “is the dominating factor in determining the result of the game.”
Games which satisfy the test of “skill versus
chance” do not attract the prohibitions under the
Gaming Enactments and may be legally offered
through physical as well as virtual medium
(including Internet and mobile) throughout India
(though it may be prudent to exclude the states
of Assam and Orissa given the complicated provisions under the statutes of each of these states).
Therefore, one would need to analyze the format
of a game of fantasy sports and assess whether it
requires higher elements of skill to play the game
than mere chance.
Presently, there has been no case in India
where fantasy sports games have been tested
against the principle of skill versus chance. In the
absence of any judicial precedents, while testing
the games of fantasy sports, the Indian courts
may evaluate these games against the principles
established under principles laid down for other
games (like Rummy and horse racing) in Indian
cases as well as principles applied in foreign jurisdictions. For instance, in the case of K.R. Lakshmanan v. State of Tamil Nadu5 , the SC held that
betting on horse racing was held to be a game of
skill since factors like fitness and skill of the horse
and jockey could be objectively assessed by a person placing a bet.

Preparing for the Ultimate “Match”—
Meeting the “Game of Skill” Test

Typically, at the outset of the game, when the user
of the fantasy sports website enters a tournament,
he starts at the same footing as the other users
participating in the game. From here, the user
needs to build a fantasy team for himself based on
the players available and various factors like salary
caps or team value caps imposed.
Arguably, selection of players requires the
users to utilize their knowledge (gathered through
systematic research), attention, experience and
adroitness of sports and thorough understanding
of the scoring system and rules applicable for the
fantasy sports website. To add to the layer of skill,
the user must also find a balance among the team
members to fit within the other limitations like
maximum number of players that can be selected
from a real world team, salary caps or team value
caps imposed in the tournament.
Users may be required to assess the relative
worth of each player and choose a team that
Continued on next page
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The Indian obsession with cricket is
certainly no secret, and the last few
years have seen a significant rise in
the popularity of other sports.

Continued from previous page

would achieve optimum results. The user would generally need a
good understanding of the game, along with being updated with the
sport. One may also need to take into consideration various factors
prior to each round of games, such as playing conditions, venues of
the relevant matches, present and recent form of the players including against their respective opponent, weaknesses and other factors such as injuries, form of the team at large, age of the player and
so on. There is a substantial amount of skill involved in this assessment as users would need to be aware of the developments in the
sport and make rational decisions in their team selection prior to
each scheduled fixture so as to achieve a best-possible points tally.

Cross Border Liquidity of Winnings Pool—
An Issue Unresolved

Under the Foreign Exchange Management (Current Account
Transaction) Rules, 2000, cross border liquidity among Indian players and foreign players is a challenge.

A Slice of the Pie for Overseas Stakeholders?

Under the Foreign Direct Investment Policy (“FDI Policy”)6 of India
issued by the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of
India, Foreign Direct Investment (“FDI”) is prohibited in entities
involved in:
lottery, including government, private lottery,
online lotteries, and so on; and
gambling and betting including casinos, and so on.

The terms “lottery, gambling and betting” have not been defined
under the FDI Policy. Hence, one may rely on the statutes in pari
materia, judgments, dictionaries, and so on for the meaning of these
terms.
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The intention of the policy makers seems to be to curb investment in gambling activities dependent preponderantly on chance.
Since certain fantasy sports games offered in India can be classified
as games in which the element of skill predominates over chance,
this industry should be held to fall outside the above prohibition.

Road Map Ahead

Fantasy sports have certainly gained a fair share of traction over the
last couple of years in India due to the advent in popularity of sports
such as football and Kabaddi coupled with technological advancements in the country. As previously explained, playing fantasy sports
involves a substantial degree of skill by a user due to numerous
factors elucidated above and hence such games should fulfil the “skill
versus chance” test and should not attract prohibitions under the
Gaming Enactments. Therefore, India is and should continue to be
an attractive destination for foreign fantasy sports operators to
expand their operations. ♣
1 Where everyone is a team manager, dated December 13, 2015. Available at:
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Where-everyone-is-a-teammanager/articleshow/50156569.cms Last accessed: February 29, 2016
2 A sport of Indian origin played by teams of seven on a circular sand court.
The players attempt to tag or capture opponents and must hold their breath while
running, repeating the word ‘kabaddi’ to show that they are doing so.
3 Mobile users may constitute 80% of Internet users by 2017, dated February 20,
2016. Available at: http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/internet/
mobile-users-may-constitute-80-of-internet-users-by-2017/articleshow/51070141.cms. Last accessed: February 29, 2016
4 State of Bombay v. R.M.D. Chamarbaugwala, AIR 1957 SC 699
5 AIR 1996 SC 1153
6 Available at: http://dipp.nic.in/English/policies/FDI_Circular_2015.pdf as
visited on March 10, 2016
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GAMBLING
IN VIRTUAL
WORLDS
Recent cases shed light on boundaries between gaming and gambling
BY MARC DUNBAR

E

“

lectronic gaming has never been more popular than it is

today. As more people have integrated Internet-connected mobile devices into their daily lives, and as those

devices have grown more advanced and accessible, so too have
the number and type of online games that can be played on them.
‘Free-to-play‘ games are online games that a user may download
to a mobile device and play without charge. Often these games
are free only for those users who choose to keep them that way.”1
24
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This article is about a trio of recent federal trial court judgments involving players who chose not to “keep them that way”
and how social gaming and virtual currencies2 have the potential of reshaping the world of online gaming.3 While at least
one of these cases is still working its way through the federal
appellate system,4 gaming lawyers with clients in the social
gaming or online gambling marketplaces should take notice.
This article will provide an overview of these cases and present
discussion as to how the law in the United States may be
reshaping somewhat around gaming and gambling involving

“

she could not “cash out of
proprietary virtual currencies
Virtual currencies
the game” and dismissed the
created by game designers.
and their use within
action stating that: “Even in
Virtual currencies and
social networks,
the Internet age, there is a
their use within social networks,
proprietary virtual
crucial distinction between
proprietary virtual worlds and
social gaming environments worlds and social gaming that which is pretend and
environments have
that which is real and true.
have existed for more than a
… The laws of California
decade. In fact, these virtual
existed for more than
and Maryland do not trifle
environments have created a
a decade. In fact,
with play money...”. The
myriad of ways that their virtual
Marc Dunbar
these virtual
Terms of Service seemed to
currencies can be purchased,
environments have
Mr. Dunbar's practice focuses on gaming
be a critical aspect leading
mined, earned, stolen, insured,
and governmental law. Over the past
created
a
myriad
of
to dismissal of the claims
refined and even won. Creators
two decades, he has established himself
ways that their virtual against the game designer.
one of the Florida’s leading gaming
of online virtual worlds such as
attorneys. His gaming practice is
Similarly in Kater v.
SecondLife have progressed to
currencies can be
Florida’s largest encompassing both
Churchill Downs, Inc., the
the point where they have monlobbying and litigation for casinos,
purchased, mined,
7
iGaming and social gaming companies,
Terms of Use were an imetized their virtual currencies
earned, stolen,
gaming suppliers, pari-mutuels, Indian
portant reason that the Big
via vibrant secondary exchanges
tribes, sweepstakes and charities.
insured,
refined
Fish virtual casino was able
that allow proprietary virtual
Mr. Dunbar is regularly asked to appear
and
even
won.
before legislative and law enforcement
to evade claims under the
currencies to be converted into
panels to comment on changes to
Washington Recovery of
fungible “real life” money.5 In
Florida’s gaming laws and provide
each of the recent three cases, it
Money Lost at Gambling
assistance in drafting changes to
Florida’s gaming rules and statutes.
is the “gambling” of these virtual currencies Act. In that case decided in November, the PlainMr. Dunbar also teaches Gambling and
within these online environments which became tiff alleged that the virtual casino games constiPari-mutuel Law at Florida State
the subject of potential class actions seeking tuted gambling under Washington State law.
University College of Law and is
regularly named one of the state’s top
recovery under various state statutes.
Unlike the Mason case, there was no virtual world
lawyers in the state by his peers in the
In Mason v. Machine Zone, the plaintiff sought with alternative currency that had alternative uses
annual Legal Elite Survey published by
recovery under Maryland and California loss within that realm. Instead, the virtual casino ofFlorida Trend magazine, Florida’s
premiere business publication. He is a
recovery and consumer protection statutes for fered players the ability to receive free daily deregular media commentator and author
losses of “virtual gold” that she purchased and posits of chips which could be used to play a
on gaming issues and hosts a website
then gambled in the popular multi-player online sundry of casino games. These game chips could
www.floridagamingwatch.com dedicated
to Florida’s gaming industry. He can be
game titled Game of War: Fire Age. The virtual also be purchased with real-world money in the
reached at MDunbar@joneswalker.com
world in which the plaintiff played allowed “gold” event a player does not want to wait until the next
to be earned for free or purchased with real cur- day’s deposit of free credits and could be transrency. The “gold” had numerous uses inside the ferred to another player for a fee charged by the
game, but it could also be wagered at the “casino”
Continued on next page
inside the virtual world. The pleadings alleged
that the “gold” could also be bought and sold via
a secondary market which would convert the same 1 Soto v. Sky Union, LLC., United States District Court, N.D. Illinois, Eastern Division. January 29, 2016,
into “real world” currency; however, these sec- 2 2016 WL 362379.
For the purposes of this article, the term “virtual currency” will refer to fictitious proprietary representaondary markets and exchanges were expressly
tions of “currency” created by game designers for use within social gaming environments which by the
prohibited via the game’s terms and conditions to
terms and conditions of the game have no value in the real world and cannot be monetized into “real
which all players agreed prior to the their partic- 3 world” fungible currency via a “currency exchange” sanctioned by the game creators.
Soto, supra; Kater v. Churchill Downs Incorporated, United States District Court, W.D. Washington, Novemipation in the game.6
ber 19, 2015, 2015 WL 9839755; Mason v. Machine Zone, Inc., United States District Court, D. Maryland,
The federal judge rejected attempts by the
October 20, 2015, 2015 WL 6335771.
plaintiff to analogize the gaming environment to 4 The Mason case was appealed to the Fourth Circuit Federal Court of Appeals on November 23, 2015.
5
https://community.secondlife.com/t5/English-Knowledge-Base/Buying-and-selling-Linden-dollars/taa slot machine or other games of chance instead
p/700107, last visited March 18, 2016.
finding that the overall virtual world was essen- 6 Defendant’s Terms of Service provided that “Virtual Currency and Virtual Goods may never be retially a game of skill and that the casino activity
deemed for ‘real world’ money, goods or other items of monetary value from [Defendant] or any other
person”; that players receive a nontransferable “revocable license to use the Virtual Goods and Virtual
was “more akin to purchasing cinema or amuseCurrency” solely for personal entertainment purposes; and that, aside from the foregoing license, players
ment park tickets” where “consumers of such
have “no right, title, or interest in or to any such Virtual Goods or Virtual Currency.”
services pay for the pleasure of entertainment per 7 In Kater, the Terms of Use clearly stated that users “have no property interest in any virtual item....
se, not for the prospect of economic gain.” Of
Virtual items may not be transferred or resold for commercial gain in any manner.... Virtual items may
not be purchased or sold from any individual or other company via cash, barter or any other transaction.
particular note was that while the Plaintiff could
Virtual items have no monetary value, and cannot be used to purchase or use products or services other
“spend her ‘gold’ as she pleased” subject to the
than within the applicable Big Fish Offering. Virtual items cannot be refunded or exchanged for cash or
game’s terms and conditions, the judge found that
any other tangible value.”
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“

game designers on how “free play” and “pay-toplay” can coexist without running afoul of some
state laws prohibiting gambling. These lines however are still somewhat blurred when they involve
regulated gaming companies, particularly those
that are licensed in Nevada. The Nevada Attorney
General took a more conservative view when
asked to opine as to the legality of an online
gaming environment designed by WagerWorks
for casino conglomerate, MGM.9 The gaming
environment which provided players with daily
allotments of free game credits which had no
value within or outside of the game but instead
awarded players casino marketing points10 based
on the amount of time the player spent within the
online gaming environment was found to be outside of regulation by the Nevada statutes. The
opinion did clarify that other proposed game
options similar to those in the above trilogy could
be subject to regulation by the State’s gaming control board if the
virtual credits could be lost by the player or were convertible to some
type of other reward or prize within the gaming environment
regardless of “whether or not the instrumentality may be redeemed
for cash.”11
This area of the law no doubt will continue to unfold presenting challenges to regulated gambling companies and unregulated
social gaming concerns. These cases make a strong point that game
designers should be very clear in the Terms of Use for their games
as the Terms of Use relates to player’s rights to the virtual currencies
and assets. In addition, they should also be diligent in monitoring
of the use of their virtual currencies and be mindful of other cases
which have extended property rights in these assets to their players.12 Finally, consideration should be given to proactive protection
of intellectual property rights associated with the game by unauthorized secondary markets dealing in virtual assets and currencies.13 Diligence in the prosecution of such unauthorized uses will
prevent arguments that the game designer has tacitly accepted the
monetization of the virtual currency making it more akin to
convertible “scrip money”14 which could lead to gambling law prosecutions and consumer redress. These steps will no doubt help
insulate the games from future challenges, but as the lines between
gambling and gaming continue to blur via their convergence on the
Internet one should expect additional court decisions to help clarify
the murky boundaries between the legal and the suspect. ♣

Each of these
cases provides some
clarity and guidance
for game designers
on how “free play”
and “pay-to-play”
can coexist without
running afoul of some
state laws prohibiting
gambling. These
lines however are still
somewhat blurred
when they involve
regulated gaming
companies, particularly
those that are
licensed in Nevada.

game operator. Like the Mason plaintiff, the existence of a secondary market for these casino credits was raised as evidence of a “real world” payout
evidencing the alleged illegal gambling. In addition, the fact that the chips awarded from successful games of chance extended game play or time
inside of the gaming environment was evidence of
a “thing of value” being awarded via the game.
In dismissing these claims, the court found that
the extension of game play is only valuable if the
game is not free to play. In addition, the court
determined that “any user exchanging Big Fish
Casino chips for cash on a secondary market is
expressly violating the game’s Terms of Use, which
users are required to agree to before they can
access the game. Allowing Plaintiff and those
similarly situated to sue Defendant for damages
based on their own breach of contract would be
contrary to basic principles of law and equity.”
The final and most recent case in the trilogy involves a social
game known as Castle Clash which is more of a hybrid between the
two prior cases. In Soto v. Sky Union, the court considered a virtual
gaming environment in which success inside the gaming world had
a lot to do with the skills and talents attributed to the virtual characters obtained by a player. These characters as well as their skills
and talents could be earned over time spent in the virtual world or
could be won via a host of chance-based algorithms inherent to the
game.8 The plaintiffs sought recovery of gaming losses under
Michigan, Illinois and California consumer protection and loss
recovery laws as a result of the inherent chance within the game in
its determination of which players received the more powerful Heroes and Talents for their virtual characters which increased
their game success and ultimately their time in the gaming environment. The lack of a secondary market on which Heroes, Talents
and Gems could be exchanged was noted by the court while it also
found that unlike a casino there is no “house” to “cash out” the players. The court used similar logic as the prior decisions finding that
“Heroes and Talents cannot be monetized. They merely improve, to
greater and lesser extents depending on their strengths and skills,
the gameplay experience for Castle Clash players. And under
Illinois law, ‘the possibility of winning a greater or lesser amount of
amusement‘ is not gambling.”
Each of these cases provides some clarity and guidance for

”

The game allowed for Heroes, Talents and Gems to be purchased with “shards” randomly assigned by the game and earned via daily trips to the game’s dungeon.
A player was entitled to a single trip per day or could purchase additional trips with real money. In addition, shards and gems could be won via games of chance
within the game which could be used to purchase Heroes and Talents which could improve a player’s success within the game.
9
See Nevada AGO 2000-38.
10
These casino marketing points could be used for show tickets, hotel rooms, food, merchandise, airline miles, prize privileges and even cash.
11
See Nev. Rev. Stat. Sec. 463.01862 definition of “representation of value”.
12
See Evans v. Linden Research, N.D. California, 2014 WL 1724891 (settlement of a class action lawsuit for misappropriation of virtual currency and virtual assets)
13
See Zynga Game Network Inc. v. Williams, United States District Court, N.D. California, May 20, 2010, 2010 WL 2077191 default judgment entered via Zynga Game
Network Inc. v. Williams, United States District Court, N.D. California, June 28, 2011, 2011 WL 2560240, 100 U.S.P.Q.2d 1550 (Enforcement action for unauthorized
use of service mark MAFIA WARS by the creator of an unauthorized secondary market dealing in virtual goods and currency related to the online game).
14
See Charnes v. Central City Opera House Ass’n, 773 P.2d 546 (Colo. 1989) for an explanation of “scrip money”. Accord Monte Carlo Parties, Ltd. v. Webb, 322 S.E.2d 246
(Ga. 1984)
8
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Responsible Gaming in
the United States of America:

THE RENO MODEL
By Hugo Luz dos Santos

I-Introduction:

The Reno Model approach to deal
with problem gambling

“A strategic framework should guide stakeholders to develop
socially responsible policies that are founded on sound empirical
evidence rather than those that emerge solely in response to anecdotally based socio-political influences. Such a framework for
action can promote public health and welfare through a range of
prevention efforts that differentially target vulnerable community
members and sectors; simultaneously, this framework [Reno
Model] also allows the gambling industry to deliver its recreational product in commercial markets that permit such activity.
Within these markets, socially responsible regulatory efforts that
oversee gambling activities must demonstrate a likelihood of
effectiveness for targeted groups and an awareness of the potential for regulations to cause unintended negative effects among
those targeted and for the broader population of harm-free
responsible recreational gamblers”1.

Thus, this article, closely following the Reno Model, describes
a strategic framework that sets out principles to guide industry operators, health service and other welfare providers, interested community groups, consumers and governments and their
related agencies in the adoption and implementation of
responsible gambling and harm minimization.
II-Background Section:

The Science-Based Framework for Responsible
Gambling: The Reno Model

Having the above mentioned concerns very firmly in mind, gaming jurisdictions around the world are engaging in a discourse
among policymakers, regulators, operators, and the general public in an effort to address the needs of those gambling problems.
Some of these policies under consideration are “walls-inward”
policies designed to help gamblers inside of gaming locations, and
some of these policies are “walls-outward” policies designed to help

Continued on next page
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Scholars who have carved out the Reno Model further asserted that to achieve
a responsible policy toward identified gambling-related harm, key stakeholders should
clarify their respective roles and promote strong collaborative links between industry,
scientists, governments, health and welfare providers and
interested community and consumer groups.

Continued from previous page
those in communities2. For instance, the Canadian Government,
namely the Nova Scotia province, has adopted the latter3.
The Reno Model has been constructed under two key principles underpinning responsible gaming: i) choice and informed choice
and ii) harm minimization.
As argued by the scholars who have shaped the Reno Model,
any responsible gambling program rests upon two fundamental
principles: 1) the ultimate decision to gamble resides with the individual and represents a choice, and 2) to properly make this decision,
individuals must have the opportunity to be informed. In addition to
viewing gambling as a choice, responsible gambling also rests upon
the principle of informed choice. This concept, being a fundamental principle of human rights policies, is a key principle for the Reno
Model. Hence, participation—or the choice not to participate—in
gambling is determined by a sequence of decisions made by
an individual with access to relevant information; this information
provides the foundation upon which people form opinions and make
choices. Informed choice assures that individuals will retain the
ability to decide whether and how they intend to gamble by providing them with information that is accurate and not misleading.
Informed choice should be based on providing relevant, empiricallybased information to help the players to make the decision4.
Furthermore, harm minimization, the other key principle
underpinning responsible gaming in the Reno Model, means that
governments have the final responsibility for maintaining a legislative and regulatory function over the conduct of gambling and the
protection of vulnerable population segments from harm and
exploitation. The perception that gambling can
cause harm to gamblers and adversely impact
society led to convergence of strong sociopolitical forces designed to reverse, restrict or
moderate gambling activity in the community.
According to the Reno Model, from an
industry perspective, the primary long-term
objective of a responsible gambling framework is to prevent and reduce harm associated with gambling in general and excessive
gambling in particular.
Because the gambling industry does
not have the expertise or responsibility to
diagnose or treat clinically individuals
with gambling-related harms, the industry should be guided by the principle that
it is their obligation to establish and
support links with the qualified clinical
services vested with the responsibility of
providing clinical services5.
28
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Consequently, research should be used as a tool to guide
policy decision-making regardless of whether the research is
advantageous to the industry or not. Only by confronting the
reality of empirical data can the gambling industry develop
and sustain long-term responsible gaming practices that assure
harm minimization6.
III-Discussion:

The Key Features of the Reno Model

Scholars who have carved out the Reno Model further asserted that
to achieve a responsible policy toward identified gambling-related
harm, key stakeholders should clarify their respective roles and promote strong collaborative links between industry, scientists, governments, health and welfare providers and interested community
and consumer groups. In its pursuit of responsible gambling practices, the Reno Model urges the key stakeholders to collaborate and endorse the following five principles:
1. The key stakeholders will commit to reducing the
incidence and ultimately the prevalence of gamblingrelated harms.
2. Working collaboratively, the key stakeholders will
inform and evaluate public policy aimed at reducing the
incidence of gambling-related harms.

3. Key stakeholders will collaboratively
identify short and long-term priorities
thereby establishing an action plan to
address these priorities with a recognized
time frame.

4. Key stakeholders will use scientific research
to guide the development of public policies. In addition, the gambling industry
will use the Reno Model as a guide to the
development of industry-based strategic
policies that will reduce the incidence and
prevalence of gambling-related harms.
5. Once established, the action plan to
reduce the incidence and prevalence of
gambling-related harms will be monitored and evaluated using methods7.

IV-Assessment of the Reno Model

The core of the proposal of the Reno Model rests
upon the voluntary nature of the problem gambling policy.
For that reason, the Reno Model further
asserts, unjustified intrusion is likely not the way
to promote responsible gambling. For example,
player reactions to time limits forced on their gaming session might increase their problem gambling
behaviours. Responsible gambling is best achieved
at the direction of the player by using all the
information available8.

1

The roots of the success of the Reno Model
are deeply enshrined in a rather understandable
reason: the issue of problem gambling ought to be
addressed in a voluntary way rather than a mandatory one. No problem gambling model whatsoever
can override or disregard the adhesion of the problem gambler. The problem gambler’s input is essential, rather than ancillary, for the success of any
problem gambling policy.
No matter how perfectly shaped the problem
gambling program may be, or even squarely
aligned with public goals, if the problem gambler
does not adhere to the program, its foundations will
surely collapse, and everyone´s time and efforts
would be regrettably wasted. As a result, the problem gambling policy would not be more than a
statement of good intentions.
Overall, the responsible gambling features
shaped by the Reno Model meet both the interests
of the problem gamblers (defending the problem
gamblers from themselves) and the goals of the
entire community as a whole, in that they provide
an effective mechanism to prevent social harm.
As stated by the Supreme Court of United
States of America and by the US doctrine, these
goals should be, as they are in the Reno Model, a
“minimal impairment test of the protected rights” and
the “the least restrictive alternative”9/10 for the problem gamblers, and, thus, this model should be
embraced in the United States of America. ♣

Hugo Luz dos Santos
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See, A. BLASZCZYNSKI/ R. LADOUCEUR/H. J. SHAFFER, “A science-based framework for responsible gambling: The
Reno model”, in: Journal of Gambling Studies, 20 (3), (2004), pp. 301-317, whose research we will follow very closely from this
point onward.
2
In this sense, in the US doctrine, BO J. BERNHARD/ANTHONY F. LUCAS/DONGSUK
JANG/JUNGSUN KIM, Responsible Gaming Device Research Report, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
International Gaming Institute Responsible Gaming Device Research Report, Las Vegas, (2006), p. 6.
3
In this sense, about the cutting-edge model of Nova Scotia, HUGO LUZ DOS SANTOS,
“Responsible Gaming in Canada: The Nova Scotia Legal Framework as a model for the world?”, in:
Canadian Gaming Lawyer, Spring Issue, (2016), being published.
4
See, A. BLASZCZYNSKI/ R. LADOUCEUR/H. J. SHAFFER, id., p. 312.
5
See, A. BLASZCZYNSKI/ R. LADOUCEUR/H. J. SHAFFER, id., pp. 312-313, whose research
we have been following very closely.
6
See, A. BLASCZCZYNSKI/ R. LADOUCEUR/H. J. SHAFFER, id., pp. 305-306.
7
See, A. BLASZCZYNSKI/ R. LADOUCEUR/H. J. SHAFFER, id., pp. 307.
8
See, A. BLASZCZYNSKI/ R. LADOUCEUR/H. J. SHAFFER, id., p. 312.
9
In this sense, very recently in the US doctrine, VICKI C. JACKSON, “Constitutional Law in a Age of Proportionality”, in: The Yale Law Journal, Vol. 124: 3094, (2015), p. 3114, which we will very closely follow.
10
In the same sense, in the jurisprudence of the US Supreme Federal Court of the USA (Us Supreme Court), Graham v. Florida,
560 U.S. 48, 59 (2010) (the concept of proportionality is central to the Eight Amendment); United States v. Alvarez, 132 S. Ct
2537 (2012); District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570 (2008); Solem v. Helm, 463, U.S. 277, (1983); Pervear v. Massachusetts, 72 U.S. (5 Wall.) 475, 480 (1867) (suggesting that the Eight Amendment clauses as a whole prohibited punishments
that were excessive, or cruel, or unusual); O´Neil v. Vermont, 144 U.S. 323, 331 (1892) (quoting a lower court opinion construing the Eight Amendment and in analogous state constitutional provision to ban “excessive”, “oppressive”. Or “unreasonably severe” punishments, but for other reasons rejecting and attack on a lengthy sentence imposing cumulative time on
multiple counts).
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Indian Gaming Supplies
Stabilized Growth to
Gaming Industry
By Alan P. Meister, Ph.D.

I

n calendar year 2014, Indian gaming on a nationwide basis

experienced modest growth of 1.9%. This was the fifth
straight year of growth, leading to an all-time high of $28.9
billion in gaming revenue. Notably, growth in 2014 was

stronger than that in 2013, which was 0.6%. In fact, it was more
than three times stronger.

This performance paralleled the improvement of U.S. and
state economies. U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) and per
capita disposable personal income increased in 2014 (2.2% and
3.4%, respectively). Moreover, they grew at a faster pace than in
2013 (1.3% and -0.8%, respectively).
Also, state level GDP and per capita disposable personal income increased in most states in 2014 (GDP grew in 47 states
and per capita disposable personal income grew in all 50 states),
and largely did so at a faster pace than in 2013 (faster growth of
GDP in 40 states and per capita disposable personal income in
all 50 states).
Not all gaming segments shared the same success as Indian
gaming in 2014. In addition, other gaming segments showed
much greater volatility of gaming revenue from 2013 to 2014.
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Like Indian gaming, the racetrack casino
(“racino”) segment grew at a faster pace in 2014
than 2013. However, its 2014 growth was a
stark change from 2013 decline. The racino
segment grew approximately 4% in 2014 after
declining 0.2% in 2013. Meanwhile, the commercial casino and card room segments both
grew at slower rates in 2014 than 2013, in fact,
both declining. However, these declines came
on the heels of growth in each segment in 2013.
The commercial casino segment declined
approximately 2% in 2014 after growing 1.5%
in 2013. The card room segment declined about
6% after nearly no change in 2013 (0.004%
growth).

Alan P. Meister, Ph.D.

“

In large part,
Indian gaming’s more
stable growth from 2013 to 2014
(and over time generally) has been
the result of less competition in
many markets with Indian gaming.
That is not to say that Indian
gaming facilities do not face
competition. But given Indian
gaming facilities must be located
on tribal lands, they are typically a
greater distance from their closest
competitors than are non-tribal
gaming operations within
commercial casino and
racino jurisdictions.

”

In large part, Indian gaming’s more stable
growth from 2013 to 2014 (and over time generally) has been the result of less competition in
many markets with Indian gaming. That is not
to say that Indian gaming facilities do not face
competition. But given Indian gaming facilities
must be located on tribal lands, they are typically
a greater distance from their closest competitors
than are non-tribal gaming operations within commercial casino and racino jurisdictions. There is
also generally less intrastate, cross-segment competition for Indian gaming (i.e., there are a number
of states in which only Indian gaming facilities operate). Meanwhile, there have been significant gaming expansions within the commercial
casino and racino segments. For instance, in 2013,
some of the gain of the commercial casino seg-

ment came at the expense of the racino segment
as new commercial casinos opened in Maryland
(1), Ohio (1), Pennsylvania (1), and Louisiana (1);
new commercial casinos completed their first full
year of operations in Ohio (3), Pennsylvania (1),
Maryland (1), Kansas (1), Maine (1), and Louisiana
(1); and table games were introduced in Maryland.
On the other hand, in 2014, the commercial casino
segment saw casinos closed in New Jersey (4) and
Mississippi (2); new casinos opened in Iowa (1),
Maryland (1), and Louisiana (1); and new casinos
completed their first full year of operations in
Maryland (1), Ohio (1), Pennsylvania (1), and
Louisiana (1). Meanwhile, in 2014 the racino
segment saw new racinos opened in Ohio (3) and
Florida (1); casinos completed their first full year
of operations in Ohio (2); and table games completed their first full year of operations in Rhode
Island.
For more details on the growth of Indian
gaming, see Dr. Meister’s article “The Economic
Evolution of Indian Gaming: Results from the
New Edition of the Indian Gaming Industry Report”
in the Spring 2016 Edition of Indian Gaming
Lawyer. ♣
AUTHOR’S NOTE:
This article focuses on gaming industry
segments at the national level. However, actual
gaming markets are not necessarily defined at
this level or by political boundaries, nor are they
restricted to intra-segment competition. Data
contained in this article come from the 2016
Edition of the Indian Gaming Industry Report.
The report also contains data by gaming segment at the state level. For more information on
the report, visit: www.indiangamingreport.com.
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applications, and analyses of tribalstate gaming compacts and revenue
sharing. In addition to his consulting
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years of independent, scholarly
research on the gaming industry and
authored a number of publications,
most notably his annual study, the
Indian Gaming Industry Report.
Dr. Meister can be reached at
(949) 474-4955 or
ameister@nathaninc.com. For more
information on Nathan Associates,
please visit: www.nathaninc.com.
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CHIPS AHOY
Navigating the
Tides of Fortune
with Wagers
on the Sea

By William N. Thompson

O

f many venues for casino gaming, water-borne operations receive little attention. Ships and boats whether
navigating oceans or rivers have been locations for
holding games for many centuries. Initial voyages of Columbus
featured card games among crew members. Boats on the
Mississippi River in the 1800s provided the number one location for gambling in the century.
Boats ceased to be important places for games in the
early 20th Century, but they returned in the ending decades
with riverboat casinos and large passenger cruisers on oceans
and seas. Nonetheless, games played above waters have not
gained the levels of action found in land-based casinos.
Two pervasive features of life on Earth have been the presence
of water and the presence of gambling phenomena. Water covers
71% of the world’s surface, while also constituting the essence of
most life forms. Indeed 70% of the human body is either liquid or
water. From the inception of human existence, homo sapiens have
enjoyed engaging in games involving gambling—that is, games
where players are risking things of value in hopes of securing
rewards. Adam and Eve may have been the earliest gamblers. The
Bible’s Book of Genesis tells how the two were commanded by God
32
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not to touch the fruit on the sacred tree of life. But the tree promised a reward—a prize, the apple. If they took the risk of grabbing
the apple they could enjoy countless riches. Alas, they lost their bet,
and as a result of their gamble, they had to leave the Garden of
Eden and roam a world fronted by sin, and pain, and even death.
Regardless of the consequences human kind has continued playing
games.
Religions seeking a reunion of mankind and God have failed to
stop gambling. The religions of man have turned to the waters to
find a renewed purity by engaging in various forms of baptisms.
Simultaneously, people have created vessels that would carry them
across the waters of the Earth. Large boats were found in Egypt by
4000 B.C. to sail upon the Nile River. Even larger boats came to
venture on the open seas and oceans. Boats moved people who were
seeking new homelands, and they carried goods people exchanged
with each other and also sailors and soldiers who engaged in battles
between societies. By 2000 B.C. the movements of ships were propelled by sails.
The earliest boats or ships did not feature gambling activities
as they were too small for people to maneuver about playing areas.
However, games were not too distant from waters. The earliest
casinos—rooms devoted exclusively to playing games—were found
in Roman villages with natural spa waters. As expanded ships were
developed they gained space for recreational gambling. The first
gamblers on ships may have been members of the crew. The sailors
on the three ships under command of Christopher Columbus in

1492 engaged in card games with one another. It is believed by studies of Garolamo Cardano (1501-1576) and Blaise Pascal
some that the crew became worried that their play offended God. (1623-1662), both considered the fathers of the study of statisMany were religious and felt they were being punished—by not tics. In house-banked games odds of winning are less than odds
seeing lands of the New World—because of their play. Accord- of losing, hence there is very little motivation for a casino to
ingly, they threw all of their gambling cards overboard. The next cheat. From 1990 to the present day, six states have authorized liday land was sighted. Rejoicing, they found trees on land, and from censed riverboat gambling for waters inside their jurisdictions.
the leaves on the trees they made new playing cards.
During several decades at the start of the 20th Century there
A few centuries later a new kind of gambling came to the seas. was a niche market for gambling on seawaters. The Era of ProhiShip owners had expanded greatly in numbers and ships now bition (1919-1933) of Alcoholic Beverages provided an incentive
directed much of the commerce of the globe. But the owners feared for owners of ships to move out into ocean waters three miles off
that storms and other calamities would destroy their cargos. the Pacific Coast and anchor their barges. There they served drinks;
Accordingly the insurance business began at Lloyd’s Coffee Shop in in addition, they conducted casino games which were also illegal on
London. There ship owners and others met together and listed shore. The gambling barges were opposed by legal authorities and
their voyages on a big board. Other owners and bankers signed by the 1940s crackdowns of various kind led to their demise.
(that is, “underwrote”) their names below the ships. They pledged In addition “cruises to nowhere” also began and ended, although
funds for vessels that failed to deliver goods. On the other hand, several states in modern times have used a new federal law of 1992
they received payments if the voyages were successful.
to allow ships to dock on their shores and take short voyages to at
Another century passed and another invention—the steam en- least three miles out at sea.
gine—came along enabling ships to be much larger and to carry
Luxury ships carried passengers across oceans for transportalarge numbers of passengers on long travels across the oceans. A tion in the early decades of the 20th Century; however this commotivation for gambling on ships came with the fact that many na- merce came without gambling operations. Most of the activity died
tions—often with religious leaders—made laws rendering gambling out in mid-century. By 1960, only the Cunard Lines with the Queen
illegal. However, the laws applied only to activities on lands of the Mary and the Queen Elizabeth II offered one-way travel between
nation. Here was the loophole. If a ship went to sea, typically three the United States and England. The idea of using ships for transmiles off a coast, the jurisdiction of the nation stopped. (Sometimes portation had been displaced by trans-oceanic air travel. However,
the measure was 12 miles. Three miles was a chosen distance the ships were not done, not at all. A new return of ocean cruisbecause the canon on ships could fire only that distance and no fur- ing with major gambling started in 1972 aboard the Empress of
ther). A nation retained a measure of jurisdiction for commerce— Canada—the first ocean liner with a full casino. Since that date,
i.e. mining activity—for up to 200 miles off the coast. Control over almost all ocean ships include casinos on board. One major excepgambling was limited to three miles. Parenthetically, aircraft were tion is found with the Disney Corporation’s ships which cater
bound by the rules of the land (or waters) under their flight paths. strictly to families and especially small children.
In the 19th Century steam powered riverboats dominated comThe purpose of the modern cruise ship is the actual cruise, not
merce in Middle America, especially on the Mississippi River and its just transportation. Typically the cruises last several days or even
tributaries. The boats carried farm products south toward New weeks with the ships visiting many port locations. The ships are
Orleans where they were sold. The farmers then headed north with
Continued on next page
pockets full of money. However the decks of the
boats were also full of gamblers who enticed them
with games of poker and three-card monte. The
games were player-banked games conducted
one-on-one between the gambler and the (usually)
unsuspecting farmer. Cheating was rampant as it
provided the only guarantee that the gambler
would win. The Time-Life Series on the Old West
claims that “99% of the gamblers were dishonest.” Their activity is well described in George
Devol’s book, Forty Years a Gambler on the Mississippi. (1887).
Riverboat commerce and the attendant gambling activity waned and gradually ceased as the
Civil War years unfolded, and America turned to
railroads for transportation activity.
Riverboat gambling returned in 1990, but the
state government regulated games involved
organized casinos with house-banked games in
which the player opposed the casino itself. The noFrom 1990 to the present day, six states have authorized licensed
tion of player-banked games was developed in the riverboat gambling for waters inside their jurisdictions.

“
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Continued from previous page
among the largest ships in the world. The Oasis of the Royal Caribbean Lines is
over 1,000 feet long and has a crew of nearly 2,400, carrying 6,000 passengers.
The casino on board has 500 slot machines and 27 tables on a gaming floor of
18,000 square feet. Carnival Lines leads all companies with 40 of its ships offering
games. Other major cruise lines with casinos include Holland American Lines,
Norwegian Cruise Line, Princess Cruises, and Royal Caribbean International.
Most of the casinos at sea are operated by outside gaming companies. The
leading operator is Casinos Austria with 13 casinos. The gaming on the ships is
supervised by the ships’ crews. With one historical exception for a ship casino
operated by Caesars Palace, a Nevada License holder, governments are not
involved in the casino regulation. Because Caesars held a Nevada license,
they agreed to allow Nevada to regulate their casino on a contractual basis. The
agreement is no longer in force.
The ships generally follow Gambling Guidelines established by the Cruise
Lines International Association. Guidelines include publishing rules for play, the
use of audits, and requirements for surveillance, as well as procedures for
resolving disputes.
Shipboard casinos differ from land-based casinos in several ways. The
casinos pay no gambling taxes. The casinos are not open on a 24-hour basis.
Usually hours are from noon to after mid-night. Whenever the ship comes into a
port—basically within the three-mile limit from the shore—the casino must close.
The amounts gambled are usually restricted—typically $300 per session. Machine
payoffs are not high, often about 80%. Occasionally there is a tournament for big
players, some of whom are invited and have their cruise paid for. Otherwise complementary services are rare, but regular players may join clubs that give incentives for play activity. With few exceptions, there is no credit play.
Security is light but not a major concern. If there is any cheating or stealing
from the casino, the culprits would find it difficult to escape with large sums of
money. Rules against activity such as “card counting” are more easily enforced
than in land-based casinos.
The collective winnings of all ships’ casinos do help bottom-line profits, but
in comparison with land-based casinos they are not excessive. In 2011, the ships
carried 22 million passengers, but only 10% gambled in the casinos, most
wagering small sums, less than $20 per visit to the casino.
The ship lines indicated above are not American companies. In 1949, the U.S.
Congress passed very strict prohibitions banning gambling on American flag
vessels no matter where they were operating. The ban also affected vessels owned
or registered by Americans. The Johnson Act of 1951 made possession of gaming
machines illegal with some exceptions. Foreign vessels could have machines, but
they had to stop operating when they came into an American port.
By 1990 the cruise ship industry was
flourishing. Over 80 cruise ships utilized
American ports. All but two flew foreign flags.
American shipbuilding was in a downfall.
Interest in ships however was renewed with
an Attorney General ruling that American
ships were not labeled “gambling ships” if
they provided overnight accommodations or
landed in a foreign port. Then in March 1992
Congress passed the “Cruise Ship CompetiWilliam Thompson is an emeritus professor of
tiveness Act.” Now American flag ships can
public administration at the University of
have gambling on cruises into international
Nevada, Las Vegas. He is author of over a
dozen books on gambling subjects, and he is a
waters. ♣
frequent contributor to American Gaming
Lawyer.
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Summing
Things Up
his overview of gambling on the seas
leads us to offer comments on the
bottom-line—it has not been that good.
Why? Consider the following:

T

1. The concept of a cruise and the concept
of “going to Vegas” are quite different.
The cruise cries out for relaxation—Vegas
quite the opposite.

2. Casino success is tied to competition.
That is found with land-based operations—not on the high seas.

3. There is a stability of rules with landbased casinos, not so with cruise
ships—a new port may bring new rules.

4. Time limits for play disrupt the activity of
the best gamblers.

5. Similarly, money limits interfere with active
play.

6. Cruise ship casinos are small—build it
and they will come—but build it big.

7. There is competition—maybe even
another casino—in every port.

8. Odds in games aboard the ships are not
favorable to player.

9. The best players are rich—they can
choose their casinos. Ships can’t
compete with offerings of land casinos.

10. Ships encounter problems with play
when weather affects operations, also
in the face of diseases.
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